RULE SYNOPSIS

Draft rule language for Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) Chapter 3745-73, “Total Reduced Sulfur” to incorporate changes as a result of the 5-year review of the rules.

The Ohio EPA Division of Air Pollution Control (DAPC) has completed draft rule language for incorporation of appropriate changes as a result of the 5-year review of the rules in accordance with Ohio Revised Code 106.03 and 106.031.

The rules in this chapter set limits, testing and recordkeeping requirements for emissions of reduced sulfur from Kraft Pulp mills in the state of Ohio. The rules are patterned after the requirements in 40 CFR part 60, subpart BB.

As a result of the review, Ohio EPA has determined that these rules remain necessary, and are in need of minor changes. Minor changes to update formatting and grammar and remove unnecessary or obsolete rule restriction language have been made to all four of the rules in this chapter. In addition, information on the version and availability of items referenced in this chapter has been updated in paragraph (L) of OAC rule 3745-73-01.